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ABSTRACT 

Rare association rules are mine useful information form large 

dataset. Traditional association mining methods generate 

frequent rules based on frequent itemsets with reference of 

minimum support and minimum confidence threshold which 

specified by user. It called as support-confidence framework. 

As many of generated rules are of no use, further analysis is 

essential to find interesting Rules. A rule that contains rare 

items can consider as rare association rule. Rare Association 

Rules Represent unpredictable or unknown association, so it 

is more interesting than frequent association rule. Rare 

association rule mining provides relationship between items 

which occurs uncommonly. This paper presents brief survey 

in the area of rare association rule mining.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Discovering patterns, associations or connections from a 

massive amount of information stored in datasets or 

commercial databanks is known as Data Mining. It is useful to 

find patterns which are unseen in dataset. For extract 

interesting knowledge, several data mining algorithms can be 

used. Like association rule mining which finds relationship 

between the entities, clustering approach group the most 

similar object into one cluster and provide lowest similarity in 

cluster, classification approach used to categorize the various 

classes from the categorical dataset. With use of association 

rules, identifying frequent items is the key task of this area. 

Major Researcher focused on extraction of frequent patterns 

using association rules. The rule which is not frequently 

occurring has more importance than the rule which occurs 

commonly [1]. 

Mining of Association rules is an essential data mining 

methodology to find interesting associations between the 

items from the database. This technique is proposed by 

Agrawal et.al. in 1993. Association rules deliver a well-

situated effective approach for recognize and characterize 

definite relations between various items from dataset. 

Since the outline of association rules are studied in [1], 

mining the association rules has been broadly studied in 

literature [25, 26]. An association rule defined as 𝐴 → 𝐵 

where 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 = ∅. I represent set of item. A is 

called as antecedent and B is called as the consequent. 

Confidence and Support are the measures used to calculate 

strength of any rule [2].  

The rule 𝐴 → 𝐵 holds in transaction with support if s% of the 

transactions contains 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵. Likewise rule  𝐴 → 𝐵 holds in 

transaction with confidence if c% of transactions that support 

A also support B [23]. 

Support  A =
Frequency of A

Total transaction in Dataset
     (23) 

 

Confidence  A B =
Support  A B 

Frequecy  B 
                    (23) 

Using support and confidence, the set of rules can be 

extracted from database. Rare item and frequent item gives 

different data about the dataset. Frequent items are providing 

the information about the items which occurs frequently. On 

other side rare rules gives knowledge about the items that 

occurs not commonly. Now a day, rare item has more 

application domain compare to frequent items. Frequent items 

indicate expected and known patterns but rare item shows 

unknown and unexpected patterns. Rare items are more 

valuable for Domain professionals. 

A rare itemset is consisting of rare item. By setting low 

support threshold value, rare items can be found easily but it 

leads to combinatorial explosion problem. But it is 

challenging to find rare items with help of single support 

value based methods like Apriori and Frequent Pattern 

Growth (FP-Growth). The problem of specifying suitable 

support threshold arise rare item problem. It creates problem 

called rare item dilemma. This dilemma is as follows [22]: 

1. It value of minimum support is set to very high, 

frequent patterns which contains rare and frequent 

both cannot identify. 

2. For identifying frequent rare and frequent item both, 

value of minimum support must set to low. But it 

generates extra-large number of frequent patterns. 

Generated frequent items will be related in multiple 

ways but most of them are not valuable to the user.  

Rare Itemsets 

If the support of item is less than the minimum frequent 

support but above or equal to the minimum rare support 

threshold, that item is known as rare item. Several types of 

rare items are as follows: one is rare-item itemsets and another 

is non-rare-item itemsets. Rare-items contain further two 

types. They are: itemset having rare items only and itemset 

having rare and frequent item both. Support value of non-rare 

items always below the minimum support.  Rare patterns are 

more useful than non-rare patterns. Experimental results are 

also available for that [15]. 

Formally, an itemset A is a rare itemset if support value of A 

is less than minimum frequent support and greater than or 

equal to minimum rare support. An itemset A is a non-rare-

item itemset if, for all  𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 having support value greater 

than or equal to minimum frequent support and A is rare 

itemset. An itemset A is a rare-item itemset if there exist a 

∈ 𝐴 having support value less than minimum rare support and 

A is rare itemset [16]. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Most of the procedure focuses on finding the frequent itemset, 

but several algorithms are available for finding rare items 

efficiently. Working of that paper, motivation for proposal of 

that algorithm, advantage and their limitations are briefly 

describe here. They are as follows:   
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Existing rare itemset mining approaches are based on level 

wise approach similar to Apriori algorithm [3] which uses a 

single minimum support value at all levels to finding frequent 

itemsets. Before generating frequent itemsets, algorithm 

generates all candidate itemset having „j‟ number of item from 

that level. If the support of the subset of candidate itemset is 

greater than or equal to the user defined minimum threshold it 

said as frequent item. With use of this algorithm, we can 

classify frequent patterns not rare patterns. It inherits 

drawback of to many frequent itemset generation and also 

takes large time, space and memory for candidate generation 

process. It is bottom-up approach. 

Liu et al. [4] proposed MS-Apriori which is an extension of 

Apriori algorithm. MS-Apriori tries to mine frequent itemsets 

involving rare item. After this it assigns a minimum support 

threshold to each item and the items having minimum support 

higher than lowest minimum support value are used for 

generating frequent itemset. Based on item support percentage 

minimum support is derived. Frequent items having higher 

minimum support value whereas rare items having a lower 

minimum support value. In that way this algorithm tries to 

overcome the rare item problem and more effective than 

single minsup based algorithm. Rule which having high 

confidence and Low support are not identified by this 

algorithm. The rules which have higher minimum support is 

removed, is the reason for inefficiency of this algorithm.  

Koh et al. [6] proposed Apriori Inverse used to mine perfectly 

rare item. Except that at initialization, this algorithm is 

parallel to the Apriori.  For generating itemset, we uses the 

item which having support less than minimum support. 

Apriori-Inverse reverses the downward-closure property of 

Apriori. For allowing Apriori Inverse to find near prefect rare 

itemsets, Koh et al. also proposed several modifications.  

Troiano et al. [7] analyze the problem of bottom up approach 

algorithms that is it searches through many levels. For 

dropping the number of searches they proposed the Rarity 

algorithm that starts with identification of longest transaction 

from database and search rare itemsets in top-down approach 

from that.  It avoids lower layers which contains frequent 

itemsets. Candidates are removed in two different ways. The 

items which are frequent as per downward closure property 

are pruned. We are used only those that has a support below 

the threshold. The items with supports above the threshold are 

prune in further level. 

Adda et al. [8] proposed AfRIM Algorithm which uses top-

down approach as Rarity Algorithm. By finding common 

subset from all combination of rare item pair in preceding 

level, candidate generation is done Pruning of items are same 

as Rarity Algorithm. Major drawback of this algorithm is that 

it observes items which having zero support value. 

Szathmary et al. [9] proposed two algorithms that can find 

rare itemset. In those algorithms three type of itemset are 

defined: minimal generators, minimal rare generators and 

minimal zero generators. Minimal generators having lower 

support value than its subsets. Support value of Minimal rare 

generators is non-zero and they are frequent. Minimal zero 

generators having zero support value. MRG-Exp Algorithm 

uses MRG for generates candidates in bottom-up fashion with 

use of all minimal generators. The minimal rare generator 

shows a boundary that separates the rare and frequent itemset. 

As per the antimonotonic property, above that border all items 

must be rare. Other algorithm, ARIMA uses these minimal 

zero generators to generate most of rare item. It combines two 

itemset in to one itemset.  The algorithms stops only when 

minimal zero generators reaches to the border. 

Han et al. [11] proposed FP-Growth Algorithm which uses 

FP-tree (frequent pattern tree) for storing transactions of 

dataset and reduce database scanning. One scan is for finding 

the items which satisfy minimum frequency support 

threshold; another scan is for initial FP-tree construction. This 

algorithm also supports multiple minsup framework. In this, 

different models can be implemented as per user 

requirements. Broadly, they are: minimum constrain model, 

maximum constrain model and other models. 

Maximum Constraint Based Conditional Frequent Growth 

(MCCFP-Growth) Algorithm [12] is extension of frequent 

pattern Growth algorithm. It accepts input parameter as 

transactional dataset and items MIS value. Using MIS value, 

this algorithm finds frequent items with a single scan from 

dataset. This algorithm involves three steps: one is tree 

building, second is compact MIS tree derivation and third is 

generating frequent patterns. This algorithm takes more time 

for database scan because of pruning items. It also occupies 

more memory space. 

RP-Tree Algorithm [15, 16] is a modification of the FP-

Growth algorithm. This algorithm performs dataset scan for 

counting support. Another scan for building initial tree, 

proposed algorithm needs transactions which having at least 

one rare item. In this way, transactions having non-rare items 

are not comprised in RP-Tree construction. This algorithm 

tries to provide most of rare item. RP-Tree is the efficient 

algorithm that uses tree data structure and identifies most off 

all rare rules. 

Most of the algorithms use the fundamental Apriori approach. 

It uses single minimum support threshold for frequent pattern 

mining. It has potentially expensive pruning steps and 

candidate generation. Those algorithms try to find all rare 

itemsets but they spend most of time for searching non-rare 

itemsets which tends to give us uninteresting association 

rules. To address the “rare item problem”, “multiple minsup 

framework” [4, 13, 22, 27-31] is used to determine rare rules. 

Different models are proposed in this framework. They are: (i) 

minimum constraint model [4, 13, 22, 29] (ii) maximum 

constraint model [27] and (iii) other models [28, 31]. 

 Minimum Constraint Model 

In this model, every item has MIS value. With use of minimal 

minimum item support value among all items, minsup of 

pattern is represented. In this way, each pattern satisfies a 

different minsup value with respected items within it. Instead 

of satisfying downward closure property, all pattern are 

satisfying sorted closure property [4]. As per sorted closure 

property, “all non-empty subsets of a frequent pattern need 

not be frequent, only the subsets consisting of the item having 

lowest minimum item support value within it should be 

frequent”. Hence, based on this model Apriori-like [4, 22] or 

FP-growth-like [13, 29, 30] approaches consider frequent and 

infrequent patterns. The sorted closure property was briefly 

explored in [4]. 

 Maximum Constraint Model 

In minimum constraint model, any frequent it only satisfies 

lowest MIS value among all its items. Hence, even though it 

doesn‟t satisfy MIS value of all other items within it, pattern 

can be a frequent. But in some situations, when a user 

specifies MIS value for an item, it can mean that patterns 

including the individual item should not have support less 

than its MIS value to be interesting. 
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With this motivation, maximum constraint model has been 

projected in [27]. In this model MIS values are given to items 

and if pattern satisfies minimum item support values of all the 

items within it then only it called as frequent pattern. We can 

say that, maximal item support value among all its item is 

satisfied for frequent pattern. This model is capable to mine 

uninteresting patterns but, issue is that only Apriori-like 

approach is there for this model. As this approach having 

performance problem, we cannot extend it. With this 

motivation, we propose tree like approach that uses this model 

for finding rare patterns. 

 Other Models 

This approach is proposed for mining rules by only 

considering items having support than the minsup which is 

infrequent items [28]. This approach fails to mine rule with 

rare and frequent items.  

3. CONCLUSION 
Data mining is the largest and inspiring area of research with 

the major topic “Association Rule Mining”. Most association 

rule mining techniques focus on discovery of frequent rules. 

But rare rule is more useful and interesting than frequent 

association rules. This paper delivers brief introduction about 

the algorithms which is used in the rare association rule 

mining area. Several algorithms can be applied for discover 

rare itemset. The main purpose of this Survey is to help the 

researchers to select the one according to their need. 
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